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EVENT (Check One):
EVALUATION (Check One:)
TASK
1
LOCATION FIRED 
FROM (Check One)
MOVING/ STATIONARY
SCORING
ROUND TYPE
TIME
CREW CUTS
REMARKS
OVERALL SCORE
COMBINED TOTAL
ATT ENGAGEMENTS
DAY TOTAL
NIGHT TOTAL
RATING SCALE (Check the appropriate combined score) 
TRAINED
NEEDS PRACTICE
UNTRAINED
VEHICLE CREW EVALUATOR'S NAME
RANK:
SIGNATURE
DATE (YYYYMMDD):
DATE (YYYYMMDD):
DATE (YYYYMMDD):
NCOIC'S SIGNATURE
DATE (YYYYMMDD):
COMMANDER'S SIGNATURE
LEADER:
GUNNER:
RIFLEMAN:
DRIVER:
UNIT:
1. Engage  a single  target.
2. Engage  a single target.
3. Engage  a single target.
TARGET AND CONDITIONS
TGT #
1
TARGET  TYPE
DISPOSITION/ PROFILE
RANGE
TARGET DELAY
HIT/MISS/DID NOT ENGAGE
POINTS
POINTS FOR TASK
4. Engage  a single  target.
5. Engage  a single target.
6. Engage  a single  target.
7. Engage  a single target.
8. Engage  a single target.
9. Engage  a single target.
10. Engage  a single target.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
DAY
NIGHT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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CREW CUTS
Failed to close vehicle doors during reloading procedures. Failed to lock the M41 ITAS in the 8-degree down position before reloading. Failed to announce any element of the fire command. Failed to announce, CEASE TRACKING RELOAD or CEASE TRACKING OUT OF ACTION, to terminate an engagement. Failed to announce the type of TOW missile to load during reload procedures. Failed to provide battle damage assessment at the end of the task. Failed to determine target engageability. Used improper engagement technique. Failed to ensure the side slope did not exceed 10 degrees. Failed to identify friendly and noncombatant targets.
MINOR:  Deduct 5 Points
Failed to conduct weapon system checkout procedures prior to first engagement. Used incorrect TOW 2B missile attack mode for the target. Engaged target outside of TOW missile limitations. Fired or attempted to fire weapon system before the command of FIRE. Fired or attempted to fire a TOW missile before announcing, ON THE WAY. Fired a TOW missile from a turret defiladed position. Fired a TOW missile while vehicle is still moving. Raised arming lever without determining target type. Failed to properly distribute and control firing elements. Engaged target prior to locking the track gates during an ATT engagement.
MAJOR:  Deduct 30 Points
Did not adhere to the task, conditions, and standards of the given engagement. Did not wear proper uniform for CBRN engagements. Engaged friendly or noncombatant targets. Knocked down a target with ammunition incapable of killing it (for example, knocked down a tank target with a TOW BB or a .50 cal).
AUTOMATIC ZERO:  Zero Points for Task
Fired outside of the range fan. Negligently discharged the weapon. Fired TOW missile with the cargo hatch open. Fired TOW missile with the elevation limiter in the down and pinned position. Fired TOW missile without visually inspecting the backblast area to ensure that it is clear. Fired TOW missile when the vehicle is not in the ready-to-fire configuration.
IMMEDIATE DISQUALIFICATION:  Disqualified from Table
1.00
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